First off, housing. Self-isolation if unwell is impossible if you’re in crowded housing. Who is more likely to live in overcrowded housing we hear you ask? Let’s see...

**OVERCROWDING**
More common in almost all minority ethnic households compared to White British ones.

Some commentary has mentioned “cultural” factors leading to crowded housing ie multigenerational living is common in some cultures. Multigenerational living is often discussed as if it’s a cause of Covid-19’s spread in some contexts. But this collective approach to family is very powerful. It also doesn’t mean overcrowding. If you live in a roomy 5 bed home there’s room for all and any required self-isolation.

Now let’s turn to the wider context for where people of colour live.

People of colour live disproportionately in neighbourhoods that have been deprived. There’s a very thorough report from Public Health England in 2018.

**WHAT ABOUT THOSE UNHOUSED?**
In 2017 it was reported that 36% of England’s homeless people were ethnic minorities. 17% were of African-Caribbean origin, though only 4% of people in England are of African-Caribbean origin.

Overcrowding is more common in almost all minority ethnic households compared to White British ones.

16% of Pakistani households were overcrowded
30% of Bangladeshi households were overcrowded
15% of Black African and Arab households were overcrowded
2% of White British households were overcrowded

Compared to 36% of Bangladeshi households were overcrowded

16% of Pakistani households were overcrowded
30% of Bangladeshi households were overcrowded
15% of Black African and Arab households were overcrowded
2% of White British households were overcrowded

The real issue is actually unequal resource distribution not how we organise our family lives.

Now let’s turn to the wider context for where people of colour live.

People of colour live disproportionately in neighbourhoods that have been deprived. There’s a very thorough report from Public Health England in 2018.

The real question then is: who and what deprives a neighbourhood?

A neighbourhood is deprived by institutions who do not believe it deserves investment. This conclusion is informed by who lives in the neighbourhood - and the societal ideas that exist about these populations’ value and deservedness - and who is making the investment decisions about the neighbourhood.

**SPoiler: it’s called racism.**
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Let us be clear: some groups aren't naturally less wealthy than others. They are made poor.

They are paid unlivable wages for work that is deemed less valuable. This is both why racialised people end up in particular work and crucially why racialised people aren't determined valuable enough for other professions.

The systems of class and race inequities design these outcomes.

**RACE, GENDER & CLASS** inequities compound to produce particularistic outcomes that a single axis analysis misses. Pakistani and Bangladeshi women, for example, are 3 times more likely to be unemployed than white women.

What might we expect their experiences during and in the aftermath of this pandemic to be given this?

Let's turn to incarceration:

26% of incarcerated people are ethnic minorities. No one should have to even think about the horrors that would be made real with corona spreading in prison.

To understand incarceration means understanding who is policed. Policing generally reinforces who is less-than in society. It's also a feature of a historical process - one about who is controlled. We can trace policing to both to slave patrols in the US & working class protest in the UK.

We see this process in action today.

Black men are 26% more likely than white men to be remanded in custody though are nearly 60% more likely to plead not guilty than white men.

And black people (53%) and Asian people (55%) are more likely to be sent to prison for an indictable offence at the Crown Court, even when factoring in higher not-guilty plea rates.

Who ends up incarcerated is a function of systems of inequities targeting people of colour + working class and people made poor: racism and classism.
What we see in this infographic are the composite parts and outcomes of a system of inequity called racism. Pre-existing conditions - around how housing, labour market participation, income, incarceration and discourse are organised - all inform health outcomes and are all already *working against people of colour* at a system level. This is why people of colour are impacted disproportionately by Covid-19.

Finally, we need to incorporate into our analysis how collective societal ideas sold and dispensed by the media about people of colour are designed to negatively impact their health - such as - increased underlying everyday stress - which also informs the health terrain on which Covid-19 falls. [11]

Over the last decade Muslims incarcerated have grown 50%. By now you might have got the jist - and it's NOT "they are all terrorists". [11]

The ideas furthered in our media perpetuate the cycle of people of colour's disenfranchisement in service of white superiority, by framing people of colour variously as criminal, dangerous, lazy, deviant, inferior intellectually.

A perfect example of how ideas are compounded by institutional power to negatively impact the material reality of racialised groups is that a Muslim name means you are a third less likely to get an interview than a "white" name. [13]

Covid-19 isn't targeting people of colour. But racism already is.

Racism is composed of the IDEAS designed to diminish and demean PEOPLE OF COLOUR in favour of WHITE PEOPLE + STRUCTURES such as LAW, POLICY and INSTITUTIONS that reinforce and give POWER to those ideas that work against POC in service of white people.

It's useful to think about racismS too, where there will be different outcomes for different groups within racism - designed and deliberately so - while simultaneously the pain of racism is the pain of racism for those experiencing it.

We need to move to action to intervene across the system to cancel the harm already faced. Pretending more research needs to be done, when so much brilliant scholarship already exists, is a delay mechanism, that in and of itself is a tactic of racism!

Let's resist that too.